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64.42

+0.66%

1,556.43

+0.01%

70.09

-0.33%

Economy
NBR planning to review nil-tax returns provision
The National Board of Revenue is planning to review the provision
related to filing income tax returns with no tax payment as its fieldlevel offices have observed that a large number of taxpayers file such
returns. Officials said that income tax wing of the NBR on Tuesday
sought data related to tax returns with no tax, also known as nil
returns, for the fiscal years of 2018-2019 and 2019-2020 from the
field offices as part of the move. Currently, there are more than 47
lakh TIN holders in the country. More than half of the TIN holders did
not file their tax returns in FY20.
https://www.newagebd.net/article/96669/nbr-planning-to-review-niltax-returns-provision
Surge in zero-tax filers
The submission of zero income tax returns by both individuals and
companies has risen significantly in the current fiscal year. This has
raised concern among tax officials who sense the concealment of
actual income by the taxpayers. The income tax wing of the National
Board of Revenue, or NBR, has initiated a move to compile the data of
return filers whose income is nil.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/surge-in-zero-tax
-filers-1579111554
PM to assess 10 'fast-track' projects Sunday (Govt likely to add more
projects to the list)
Prime Minister (PM) Sheikh Hasina is going to review the current
status of 10 ongoing 'fast-track' mega projects on Sunday for
streamlining their implementation, officials said on Tuesday. The PMheaded 'fast-track project monitoring committee' is likely to add 2-3
projects and programmes to the 'fast-track' list in its fifth meeting, to
be held at the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) next week. The premier
will sit with the project implementing authorities after three years of
its last (fourth) review meeting in 2016.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/pm-to-assess-10fast-track-projects-sunday-1579111234
UAE to reconsider plan to fully open job mkt for BD workers
Emirate foreign minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Zayed Al Nahyan has
assured Dhaka of considering a proposal to fully reopen its job market
for Bangladeshi workers. The assurance came when Bangladesh
foreign minister Dr AK Abdul Momen met him in Abu Dhabi on
Tuesday, a foreign ministry spokesperson said on Wednesday.
Presently, the United Arab Emirates (UAE) is hiring workers from
Bangladesh in 17 categories after a long ban on recruitment of
Bangladeshi workers.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/uae-to-reconsider
-plan-to-fully-open-job-mkt-for-bd-workers-1579111825
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State banks seek to reschedule default loans under stay orders
The state-owned banks want a scope to reschedule defaulted loans of
clients whose defaulter status is stayed by the High Court. Officials of the
banks placed their proposal at a meeting with the Bangladesh Bank on
Wednesday. The central bank officials assured them of considering their
proposal after getting opinions from legal experts in this regard.
https://tbsnews.net/economy/banking/state-banks-seek-rescheduledefault-loans-under-stay-orders-36783
Fuel & Power
More tax facilities for private power plants
The government has extended more tax facility to private power plants
with the view to making their energy cheaper to purchase. The National
Board of Revenue relaxed the condition of tax holiday for the private
sector power generation companies except coal-based power plant last
week. According to gazette notification, under the existing policy the
power plants would have to go for generation within December 2019.
But, the revised notification extended the condition for start of
commercial generation to December 2022.
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/more-tax-facilities-privatepower-plants-1854730
Telecommunication
Regulatory tangles squeeze telcos’ investment
Investment of three major private mobile phone operators of the country
declined in nine months of 2019 as the regulator tightened its noose
around them, restricting their expansion. Besides, inter-operator
disagreement over tower sharing stood in the way of new investment.
Mobile companies’ latest data show that Robi’s investment declined the
most to Tk850 crore in January-September in 2019 compared to Tk1,500
in the same period of 2018. Grameenphone's investment declined to
Tk1,010 crore from Tk1,290 crore while Banglalink witnessed a decline in
investment to Tk540 crore from Tk710 crore in the same period.
https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/16/regulatory-tangles
-squeeze-telcos-investment
Food and Allied
Rice imports so far are lowest in two decades
The country's rice import declined to a two-decade low in the current
fiscal year (FY '20) thanks to persisting higher import duties and bumper
local production, insiders have said. But such low imports and higher
output hardly could bring cheer for the growers as paddy prices fell
notably in the domestic market during this Aman harvest season, experts
said. The private sector imported only 3,980 tonnes of rice during the
period of July 1 to January 12 of FY '20, according to the Directorate
General of Food (DGoF).
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/rice-imports-so-farare-lowest-in-two-decades-1579111626
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Textile
Accord passes onus to new platform RSC
Clothing makers and Accord have finally reached a consensus over the
retailers' group's transitioning into the proposed Readymade Garment
Sustainability Council (RSC). The consensus came along with a host of
conditions such as maintaining existing transparency with full public
disclosure of inspection results, remediation activities and the
continuation of Accord's safety and health complaints mechanism
independently and autonomously.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/accord-passes-onusto-new-platform-rsc-1579111194
Accord to finally pack bags in May
The Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, the platform of
more than 190 mostly Europe-based retailers formed after the Rana
Plaza building collapse, is finally leaving the country this May. Originally
scheduled to leave at the end of its five-year tenure in May 2018, the
platform wanted to stay on for three more years, which the government
was opposed to. Accord took the matter to court and managed to win an
extension until February 13, 2020. But it will depart for good in May.
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/accord-finally-pack-bagsmay-1854739
MoFA for relaxing fumigation test of cotton imported from USA
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) has favoured relaxing the
provision for fumigation test of imported cotton from US at the port of
entry. Foreign minister Dr. A. K. Abdul Momen has requested agriculture
minister Dr. Muhammad Abdur Razzaque to take necessary steps for
partially amending the provision of the Plant Quarantine Rules-2018.
Such provision has been hampering the import of the key natural fibre
from that country, he viewed in an official letter to the agriculture
minister on January 01 last.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade -market/mofa-forrelaxing-fumigation-test-of-cotton-imported-from-usa-1579112878
Engineering
IATA urges BD to rescind 15 per cent VAT on aeronautical services
he International Air Transport Association (IATA) has urged the
government of Bangladesh to support development of the aviation
industry by removing the 15% Value Added Tax (VAT) on aeronautical
and related services rendered by the Civil Aviation Authority of
Bangladesh (CAAB) on international air transport. According to IATA's
Value of Aviation Report for Bangladesh, the sector is expected to
support US$ 2.1 billion of GDP and 140,000 jobs in 2038, according to a
statement issued by IATA in Singapore on Monday and received in Dhaka
on Wednesday.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade-market/iata-urges-bd-torescind-15-per-cent-vat-on-aeronautical-services-1579112921
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Stock
BTRC mulls appointing administrators in GP
Bangladesh
Telecommunication
Regulatory
Commission
(BTRC)
Wednesday said it decided to start a process to appoint competent
administrators to Grameenphone after February 24 unless the mobile
phone operator pays its outstanding dues of Tk 125.79 billion within the
deadline, reports BSS. BTRC by now secured a required government
approval to appoint the administrators for the leading operator.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/trade -market/btrc-mullsappointing-administrators-in-gp-1579112904

Telenor hopes to settle GP audit claim without int'l arbitration
Now that the February 23 deadline for the court directive to pay Tk2,000
crore audit dues to the telecom regulator looms, Telenor Group, the
parent company of Grameenphone, hopes that the ongoing audit dispute
can be settled without resorting to international arbitration. Telenor Asia,
however, in October last year sent a notice to the President Abdul Hamid
seeking arbitration for the audit dispute after the Bangladesh
Telecommunication Regulatory Commission demanded Tk12,579 crore
following a audit in the company in 2016. Meanwhile, the Appellate
Division of the Supreme Court in November 24 last year asked GP to pay
Tk2,000 crore within three months that scheduled to end on February
23.
https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/16/telenor-hopes-tosettle-gp-audit-claim-without-int-l-arbitration
Queen South Textile seeks six more months for IPO implementation
Queen South Textile Mills Limited, listed on both stock exchanges, is
seeking another six months for implementing its initial public offering
(IPO) project. The company raised Tk15 crore from the stock market for
the construction of an automatic warehouse system and modernising its
factory in 2017. But it could not complete the projects on schedule.
https://tbsnews.net/companies/queen-south-textile-seeks-six-moremonths-ipo-implementation-36677
Capital Market
Dhaka bourse rearranges DSEX, DS30 indices
The country’s prime bourse, Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSE), has
rearranged its key index (DSEX) and blue chip index (DS30) as part of its
annual and semi-annual evaluation based on performance of the listed
firms. The rearrangement will take effect on Sunday. After annual rebalancing, 21 new companies have been added to the DSEX as they
qualified for eligible constituents of the broader index. On the other
hand, 18 existing companies failed to retain their membership. Now, the
number of firms on the index stands at 285.
https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/stock/2020/01/16/dhaka bourse-rearranges-dsex-ds30-indices
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Disclaimer
GENERAL DISCLOSURE
This research report has been prepared by UCB Capital Management Limited (UCB Capital), a company authorized to engage in
broker-dealer activities in Bangladesh. UCB Capital is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not
subject to U.S. rules regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research
report is provided for distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided
by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).
NOTICE TO RECIPIENTS: This email (including all attachments) is intended only for the named recipient. If you have received
this email in error, please delete the email plus any copies of it and immediately notify the sender by return email.
The information contained herein has been prepared and issued by UCB Capital to its clients, and all intellectual property relating to the Research vests with UCB Capital unless otherwise noted. The Research is provided on an as is basis, without warranty (express or implied).
The Research is based on public data obtained in good faith from sources believed by UCB Capital be reliable, but no representations, guarantees or warranties are made by UCB Capital with regard to accuracy, completeness or suitability of the data and
under no circumstances will any of UCB Capital, its officers, representatives, associates or agents be liable for any loss or damage, whether direct, incidental or consequential, caused by reliance on or use of the content. UCB Capital has not performed
any independent review or due diligence of publicly available information. The opinions and estimates contained herein reflect
the current judgment of the analyst(s) on the date of this Research and are subject to change without notice. The opinions do
not necessarily correspond to the opinions of UCB Capital. UCB Capital does not have an obligation to update, modify or/(and)
amend this Research or otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection,
forecast or/(and) estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate.
This Research is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or
solicitation would be illegal. It is intended to be distributed in its entirety. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or
takes into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual investors. Investors should
consider whether any advice or recommendation in this Research is suitable for their particular circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional advice, including tax advice and ensure they obtain, read and understand any applicable offer document.
The price and value of investments referred to herein and the income from them may fluctuate. Past performance is not an
indicator or guarantee of future returns, and a loss of original capital may occur. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have
adverse effects on the value or price of, or income derived from, certain investments.

Our salespeople, traders, and other professionals may provide oral or written market commentary or trading strategies to our
clients and principal trading desks that reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this Research. Our asset
management area, principal trading desks and investing businesses may make investment decisions that are inconsistent with
the recommendations or views expressed in this Research. Neither UCB Capital nor its representatives, will receive (directly or
indirectly) any commission, fee, benefit or advantage, pecuniary or otherwise, nor be influenced, either directly or indirectly, in
connection with the making of any recommendation or preparation of any Research.
The analysts named in this report may have from time to time discussed with our clients, including UCB Capital salespersons
and traders, or may discuss in this report, trading strategies that reference catalysts or events that may have a near-term impact on the market price of the equity securities discussed in this report, which impact may be directionally counter to the analysts' published price target expectations for such stocks. Any such trading strategies are distinct from and do not affect the
analysts' fundamental equity rating for such stocks, which rating reflects a stock's return potential relative to its coverage
group as described herein.
Any prices provided herein (other than those that are identified as being historical) are indicative only, and do not represent
firm quotes as to either size or price. The past performance of financial instruments is not indicative of future results. No assurance can be given that any financial instrument or issuer described herein would yield favorable investment results. Any forecasts or price targets shown for companies and/or securities discussed in this Research may not be achieved due to multiple
risk factors including without limitation market volatility, sector volatility, corporate actions, the unavailability of complete and
accurate information and/or the subsequent transpiration that underlying assumptions made by UCB Capital or by other
sources relied upon in the Research were inapposite.
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UCB Capital may provide hyperlinks to websites of entities mentioned in this Research, however the inclusion of a link does not
imply that UCB Capital endorses, recommends or approves any material on the linked page or accessible from it. UCB Capital
does not accept responsibility whatsoever for any such material, nor for any consequences of its use.

This document is for the use of the addressees only and may not be reproduced, redistributed or passed on to any other person
or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose, without the prior, written consent of UCB Capital. The manner of distributing
this document may be restricted by law or regulation in certain countries, including the United States. Persons into whose possession this document may come are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions. By accepting this
document, a recipient hereof agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS ONLY
This research report is a product of UCB Capital Management Ltd. which is the employer of the research analyst(s) who has
prepared the research report. The research analyst(s) preparing the research report is/are resident outside the United States
(U.S.) and are not associated persons of any U.S. regulated broker-dealer and therefore the analyst(s) is/are not subject to
supervision by a U.S. broker-dealer, and is/are not required to satisfy the regulatory licensing requirements of FINRA or required to otherwise comply with U.S. rules or regulations regarding, among other things, communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.

This report is intended for distribution by UCB Capital Management Ltd. only to "Major Institutional Investors" as defined by
Rule 15a-6(b)(4) of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Act, 1934 (the Exchange Act) and interpretations thereof by U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) in reliance on Rule 15a 6(a)(2). If the recipient of this report is not a Major Institutional
Investor as specified above, then it should not act upon this report and return the same to the sender. Further, this report may
not be copied, duplicated and/or transmitted onward to any U.S. person, which is not the Major Institutional Investor.

In reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the Exchange Act and interpretations thereof by the
SEC in order to conduct certain business with Major Institutional Investors, UCB Capital Management Ltd. has entered into an
agreement with a U.S. registered broker-dealer, Cabrera Capital Markets. ("Cabrera"). Transactions in securities discussed in
this research report should be effected through Cabrera or another U.S. registered broker dealer.

EQUITY RECOMMENDATION STRUCTURE (ABSOLUTE RATINGS)
We calculate our target price by weighting DCF, DDM, SOTP, asset-based and other relative valuation methods, and applying
appropriate premiums/ discounts and/or other relevant adjustments.

Expected absolute returns are calculated as the percentage of difference between our target price and latest close price. Stock
recommendations are based on absolute upside (downside) and have a 12-month horizon. Please note that future price fluctuations could lead to a temporary mismatch between upside/downside for a stock and our recommendation.

Recommendation Type

Holding period (if not otherwise mentioned)

Absolute Return Potential

Buy
Neutral/ Hold
Underweight

12 Months
12 Months
12 Months

More than +15%
Between +15 % and -5 %
Less than -5 %

ANALYST CERTIFICATION
Respective analyst(s) identified in this report certifies, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual an anlyses, that (1) the views expressed in this report reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly dependent on the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. The research analyst(s) named on this report are not registered / qualified as research
analysts with FINRA.

It has not been determined in advance whether and in what intervals this document will be updated. Unless otherwise stated
current prices refer to the most recent trading day’s closing price.
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